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Given the increasing ubiquity of technological systems and
services, an international platform is needed to research their
implementation and influence on democracy. IJED proposes
and fosters discussion on the evolution and transformation of
political systems by means of technology. However, the
concept of e-democracy (also known as digital democracy or
internet democracy) is clearly wider than this and IJED also
explores issues such as the role of social media, identity
theft, forgery/hacking, intellectual property, surveillance and
challenges to regulatory power.
Topics covered include:
• E-democracy, freedom of speech,
concepts/models/drivers/barriers
• E-voting, e-political campaigns,
e-government and future challenges
• Big data, information overload and
mashups, role of social media
• Hacking and hackism, identity theft, forgery
• New technologies, artificial intelligence, 3-D
printing, open source software
• Technology and construction of court
jurisdiction, challenges of regulatory power
• Public records online, global privacy
regulations, copyright law, patents
• E-commerce and free stuff, digital divide
• Censorship, Big Brother and security, civil
liberties online
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• Surveillance and snoopers
charter, email protection/online surveillance
• Alternative and online dispute resolution
(ADR/ODR)
• IT law, defamation and protecting privacy
rights
• Ethical views and issues, posting and selling
sensitive material
• International arbitration in cyberspace
• International/commercial/industrial/
economic espionage
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